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Bin Packing Problem

MOTIVATION



Only vertical translation!
No horizontal translation.

INPUT

Capacity Profile



ROUND-UFP

Partition jobs into minimum number of sets s.t. each set can be packed under one round of the capacity 
profile, with “vertical slicing”.

(Unsplittable Flow on a Path)



ROUND-SAP

Inside each round, pack jobs as non-overlapping rectangles.

(Storage Allocation Problem)



Interval Coloring: A special case

Special case of Round-UFP and Round-SAP where capacity profile is uniform and 
height of each job equals height of capacity profile.



APPLICATIONS
Ø Minimizing number of machines

Ø Routing, Scheduling
Ø Ad-placements in banners



RELATED PROBLEMS
Ø Corresponding “knapsack” problems are UFP and SAP. 

UFP → PTAS
SAP → (2 + ε)-approximation

Ø Rectangle Coloring: Fixed rectangles. Color using minimum number of colors. 

O(ωlog ω) colors sufficient

Ø Dynamic Storage Allocation, 2-D Bin Packing



NBA ASSUMPTION

Height of any job does not exceed the capacity of any edge



PREVIOUS WORK AND OUR RESULTS
Problem Edge Capacities Previous Approximation Improved Approximation

Round-UFP Uniform 3 [P ’14]

Round-SAP Uniform 240 [P ’14; MW ’15]

Round-UFP NBA 24 [EGGKNP ’12]

Round-SAP NBA 1920 [EGGKNP ’12: MW ’15]

Round-UFP General O(min{log m, loglog (cmax/cmin)}) 
[JKR ’17]

Round-SAP General O(min{log m, loglog (cmax/cmin)}) 
[MW ’15; JKR ’17]

m = # of distinct endpoints of jobs ≤ 2n 



PREVIOUS WORK AND OUR RESULTS
Problem Edge Capacities Previous Approximation Improved Approximation

Round-UFP Uniform 3 [P ’14] asymp. 2 + ε, abs. 2.5 + ε

Round-SAP Uniform 240 [P ’14; MW ’15] asymp. 2 + ε, abs. 3

Round-UFP NBA 24 [EGGKNP ’12] abs. 12

Round-SAP NBA 1920 [EGGKNP ’12: MW ’15] asymp. 16 + ε, abs. 17

Round-UFP General O(min{log m, loglog (cmax/cmin)}) 
[JKR ’17]

abs. O(min{loglog m, loglog (cmax/cmin)}) 

Round-SAP General O(min{log m, loglog (cmax/cmin)}) 
[MW ’15; JKR ’17]

abs. O(min{loglog m, loglog (cmax/cmin)}) 

No APTAS for Round-UFP and Round-SAP even for uniform capacities!

m = # of distinct endpoints of jobs ≤ 2n 



THE ALGORITHM
Ø Consider Round-UFP.
Ø Divide jobs into small and large.
Ø A job is small if its height is at most ¼-th the capacity of every edge through which it passes, and large otherwise.

Ø For small jobs, [EGGKNP ’12] gives a 16-approximation.



Ø Set of jobs drawn as non-overlapping rectangles as high as possible under one round of the capacity profile.

Ø Round-UFP packings and top-drawn packings differ only by factor of 8 for large jobs [BSW ’11].

Ø Suffices to compute approximate top-drawn packings! 

Structural Result: Top-drawn sets



Ø Let OPT → optimal number of rounds to pack large jobs as top-drawn sets.

Ø Draw all large jobs as high as possible under one round of the profile. Let ω be the clique size.

ω = 4

Ø Then ω ≤ OPT.



Ø Rectangle intersection graphs can be colored using O(ωlog ω) colors [CW ’21]. 

Lemma
If ω = poly(m), the large jobs can be packed as top-drawn sets using O(loglog m)OPT many 
rounds.

Ø However ω can be much larger than m!

Proof
Ø Split rectangles u.a.r. into ω/log m many sets.
Ø W.h.p. clique size in each set is O(log m).
Ø Color each set using O(log m loglog m) colors and open a round for each new color.
Ø So, total number of rounds used is (ω/log m) O(log m loglog m) = O(loglog m)OPT.



Lemma
Using a configuration LP, a subset of the large jobs can be packed into O(OPT) 
many rounds, s.t. the clique size of the remaining jobs is at most O(m4).

Ø First increase job heights s.t. there are only O(m2) many of them. The trick is to do this without changing ω.

Ø O(m2) heights and O(m2) widths ⇒ O(m4) job types.



Ø Separation problem can be solved in polytime due to a result in [BSW ’11].
Ø Solve to get extreme point solution x*.
Ø Introduce ⌊xC*⌋ rounds with configuration C (only O(m4) such non-zero values).
Ø A feasible solution → introduce 1 more round for each such C.
Ø So clique size of remaining rectangles is O(m4)!

Lemma [MW ’15]
Any Round-UFP packing can be converted to a Round-SAP packing by losing an O(1) factor.



SUMMARY AND OPEN PROBLEMS

Ø We improved O(log m) to O(loglog m)-approximation for Round-UFP and Round-SAP.
Ø Getting O(1)-approximation would be a nice progress.
Ø Also breaking barrier of 2 for the uniform capacity case is an important open problem.


